Name: LaDonna Davis. (Pictured on right.) Age 16.
Name Pronunciation: LaDonna [LUH-don-uh DAY-vis].
Name: LaRecia Davis. (Pictured on left.) Age 16.
Name Pronunciation: LaRecia [LUH-ree-sha DAY-vis].
Titles: LaDonna is an aerowachee for the sanatorium. LaRecia
is a cheercaster for the sanatorium.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Sanguinati Coven: LaDonna is in Dragon’s Mantle.

Sanguinati Coven: LaRecia is in Dragon’s Mantle.

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Sanguinati apprentice of magic. (Second level.)

Address: For three years (by the middle of Book One, Curse of the McRavens)
LaDonna and LaRecia have been committed to Grossatete Sanatorium in
Severance, Hoopenfangia, and have had to postpone their apprenticeships at
Mystic Steeples, where they had been in their second levels.
LaDonna and LaRecia both want to return to Mystic Steeples and get out of the
Sanatorium, but they fear it might never happen.
Date & Place of Birth: LaDonna and LaRecia were born non-identical twins on
May 30, 1994, in Yistlepaw, Hoopenfangia.
Height/Weight/Physical Description: LaDonna and LaRecia are both of
medium heights and weights for girls of 16. They both have long bushy hair. Most
people consider LaDonna the least pretty and outgoing of the two.
LaDonna and LaRecia wore bells around their ankles in hopes they would
persuade the ministry to let them back in Mystic Steeples. This didn’t work.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Yistlepaw, Hoopenfangia. / Caucasian.

Friends' Names: Each twin had a unique set of friends in the sanatorium and at
Mystic Steeples.
Social Class: Middle.
Magic Wands: Head Magister Tilta Crumpecker confiscated their real wands
when they were committed to the sanatorium. While in the sanatorium, they are
only allowed to use prison-grade wands and magic tools.
Community Status: Anyone put in the sanatorium was looked down upon by
most Sanguinati. LaDonna was never as popular as LaRecia.
Political Beliefs/Affiliations: Both are Progressive Sanguinati.
Hobbies/Recreations: Spurgmulin. Fighting and challenging each other.
Voices:
LaDonna uses flirty speech slang and contractions.
LaRecia uses more confident, bossy speech.
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